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Absurdity, presumption against—
'absurdity', types of—
anomalous result, 168, 170-1, 260, 264-7
artificial result, 168, 171-2
disproportionate counter-mischief, 168, 172-3, 186
futile result, 168, 171-2, 266
illogical result, 168, 170-1
impracticable result, 168-9
inconvenient result, 102, 168-70
pointless result, 168, 171-2
unworkable result, 168-9
nature of, 158, 168-73
Academic lawyers, 286-7
Act of P arliamentadoptive, 16-17
always speaking, 114, 182
amendment of—
erroneous, 279, 313-4
technique for, see Drafting techniques
aniiqua statute, 15-16
archaic, 252-4
arrangement of, 41-52, see also Distortion; Functional
construction rule
assent, royal, 16, 41-2, 48, 128, 263
categories of, 16-19
chapter number, 41-2, 127-8
citation of, 120
clauses Acts, 16-17
collective title, 46-7, 108
commencement of, 48-60, 121, 128, 327-8
cross-heading, 50
declaratory Acts, 16
definitions in, see Definitions, statutory
enacting formula, 43-4, 122

enacting (ie operative) provisions,121-4, 275-6
England, of Parliament of, 15
error in, correction of, 320-1, see also Rectifying
construction
examples in, 127
expenditure clause in, 47
extent of, 48, 180
financial Act, 16
fixed-tim e Act, 181, 185-6
Great Britain, of Parliament of, 15 headings, sidenotes
etc, status of, see
Functional construction rule
historical file in, 49-50, 327-8
indemnity Act, 17
Keeling Schedule, see Keeling Schedule
local Act, 17-19, 41
long title, 41, 43, 124-6, 165
marginal note, see sidenote nova statuta, 16, 252-3
Northern Ireland, of Parliament of, object of, see
Duplex approach to
statutory interpretation; Miscbief Purpose,
legislative
ongoing Act, 181-5
operative provisions, 121-4, 275-6
parts, division into, 50, 129
personal Act, 18-19, 41
preamble, 43, 165
principal Act, 228, 231, 327-8
printing clause in, 79
private Act, 17-19, 41, 186
proviso, 97, 123-4
public Act, 17-19, 41
publication of, see Publication of legislation
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Act of
Parliament—contd
punctuation of, see Punctuation
purpose, statement of, see Purpose, legislative
recital, 50, 126, 165
regulatory Act, 142, 169, 251
repeal of, see Repeal
Schedule to, 50-52, 122
Scotland, of Parliament of, 15
sections, division into, 44-6, 122
short title, 41, 46-7, 127
sidenote, 44, 128-9
subsections, division of section into, 44-6
title, see Long title, Short title
transitional provisions, 48-60, 121, 327-8, see also Jamaica
Schedule
United Kingdom, Acts of Parliament of, 15
vetera statuta, 15-16
see also Bill, parliamentary; Functional construction rule; In
part materia, Acts; Statute book; Text, legislative
Administrative officials, see Officials,
administrative
A-G v Lamplough, rule in, see Repeal Algorithms, use of, 3312 Ambiguity, see Doubt as to legal
meaning; Doubtful penalisation,
principle against; Grammatical (or
literal) meaning
Anonymity, see Vices of statute law Applied provisions, use
of, see Drafting
techniques
Archival drafting, 131, 294 Articulation of sub-rules, see
Interstitial
articulation Asifism—
deeming, defective, 274-5
disadvantages of, 294
examples of, 220-22, 261-2, 276, 294
hypothesis, faulty, 261-2, 274-5 Assent to Bills, see Bill,
parliamentary
Bill, parliamentary— amendments to—
drafting of, 13, 35
form of, 33
assent, royal, 16, 41-2, 48, 128, 263 clauses of, 44 debates
on, see Drafting parameters

Bill, parliamentary—contd distortion by political factors; see
Vices of statute law error in, correction of, 320-1
explanatory memorandum, 43 hybrid Bill, 18 passing, date
of, 42 private Bill, 18-19 procedure, 11-19, see also
Drafting
parameters scope, doctrine of, 42 see also Act of
Parliament; Text,
legislative Bill of Rights (1688), 150, see also
Human rights
Bodies corporate, 172, 250, 265 Brevity, see Asifism; Doubtfactors; Drafting parameters; Vices of statute law
Broad term— brevity, as aid to, 237, see also Vices
of statute law core and penumbra of meaning, 23941, see also Drafting techniques elliptical, may be, 241,
see also
Ellipsis implied modification of, 237-8, 241
see also Implication judges, processing by, see
Processing,
dynamic nature of, 237
officials, processing by, 291-4 static or mobile, 237, 241-6
term already processed, use of, 237-9 undemocratic, may
be, 26 use of, 237-47, 320 see also Factual outline;
Interpretative canons; Sub-rules
Change in circumstances, see Updating
construction Chronological Table of the Statutes, 15,
325-6 Civil-law drafting—
described, 23-6
disadvantages of, 24-6 Civil servants, see Officials,
administrative; User of statutes Codification- aids to, 310
civil-law drafting, required for, 25
code civil, 103
Code Napoleon, 24
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Codification—contd
interpretation of codified provision, 75-6, 103, 110
Law Commission, by, 74, 76-7
methods of, 24, 74-7
nature of, 110
obstacles to, 297
United States, in, 28, 74-5, 339-40
value of, 74-7, 212
see also Interstitial articulation; Sub- rules Colonies, British—
revised editions of laws in, 66
statute law, system of, 66 Commencement provisions, see
Act of
Parliament Comminution—
'carpentry' associated with, 301
selective, 86, 235-6, 300-1, 307, 310
technique of, 218 Committee reports, see Legislative
history
Common law- rights, statutory interference with, 142, 148,
155
statutory interpretation and, 142 Common-law drafting—
advantages of, 26
complexity of, 23-26
precision of, 22
see also Drafting techniques Commonsense construction ruleambiguity, 119
greater includes less, 118-19, 301
nature of, 104, 118-19
see also Interpretative rules; Mischief Composite
Restatement—
advantages of, 333-4
examples of, 335, 346-9
implementation of, 337-40
method described, 334-7 Comprehensibility, see Drafting
parameters
Compression, see Vices of statute law Computers—
drafting by use of, 22-3
new legal language, development of, 331-3
search and retrieval, techniques of, 331
text-collation, assisting, 328 Conflation—
difficulty of, 212

Conflation—contd meaning, 212 see also Text-collation
Consequential construction- nature of, 116, 166-8
presumption regarding, 158, 166-i see also Absurdity,
presumption against
Consolidation of enactments— change in law, presumption
again;
109, 129
consolidating the doubt, 69 consolidation Act— error in,
110, 174 integrity of, need to preserve, 7 interpretation of,
109-10, 129, 1 consolidation Bill- drafting of, 71 subjectmatter of, 70-73 types of, 70
departmental officials, need for, 7 distortion, as remedy
for, 227 history of, 22, 66-69 Joint Select Committee, 70
Law Commission amendments, 7C
109
legislative history, 109-10 modern technique of, 69-70
preliminary tidying up of law, 69- rearrangement of text,
on, 227-8 'straight' consolidation, 109 Table of
Derivations, 73 Table of Destinations, 73
Construction as one, see In part malt Acts
Contemporanea expositio, 114-5, 232
Continuous text, doctrine of, 330-1
'Corrected version', the, see Garbled text
Corporations, see Bodies corporate
Courts, see Judges
Criminal offence— accessories, 179-80 actus reus, 86 attempt,
218-9 child offenders, 265-6 civil procedures and, 154
implied provisions, 230-1 mental element, 86, 270-2
stigma, 149
Deeming, see Asifism Definite article, 270, 278
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Def inition, statutory- conflict with operative provision, 278
types of— clarifying, 132-3 comprehensive, 134-5
enlarging, 134, 202 exclusionary, 134 labelling, 133
referential, 133-4 use of, 46, 131-5, 217-18 'writing in',
301 see also Drafting error; Interstitial
articulation Delegated legislation, see Statutory
instrument
Delegation of legislative power, authorising Act, case for,
316 broad terms, by, 237, 320, see also
Broad term ellipsis, by, see Ellipsis general, 213, 284
judges, to, 283-6, 302, see also Judges ministers, to, 288-90,
see also
Statutory instrument officials, to, 283-4, 288-96
processing texts, of power of, 284 Democracy, statute law
and, 21, 83 Dictionaries, see Language Differential readings—
examples of, 317-9 judges, by, 102 nature of, 3, 214, 316-20
Discretion, statutory, 170-1, 288, 290,
see also Power, statutory Disorganised composition, see
Drafting
techniques, Garbled text Distortion, see Vices of statute law
Doubt as to legal meaning— cause of, need to ascertain, 101
ineffective unless 'real', 88, 117, 317 may arise from matters
extraneous to
text, 105-7
penumbra of, see Broad term resolution of, 105-7, 117,
212-16, 283-7, see also Processing, dynamic; Statutory
instrument see also Doubt-factors; Interpretative
rules
Doubt-factors— broad term, see Broad term drafting error,
see Drafting error ellipsis, see Ellipsis nature of, 213-14,
283-4

Doubt-factors—contd politic uncertainty, see Politic
uncertainty
processing, relation to, see Processing unforeseeable
developments, see
Updating construction see also Doubt as to legal
meaning;
Vices of statute law Doubtful penalisation, principle
against— legal policy, derived from, 136, see
also Legal policy nature of, 141-51, see also
Interpretative principles Drafter, legislative— differential
readings, and, see
Differential readings errors of, see Drafting error
function of, 12, 20-21, 310-6 intention of, 14-15
interpreter, as, 21 keeper of the statute book, as, 22
technician, as, 12, 20-21 techniques used by, see Drafting
techniques training of, 38 who is, 21-23, 255 see also
Differential readings;
Drafting, legislative; Duplex
approach to statutory
interpretation; Parliamentary
Counsel
Drafting error- ambiguous modification, 258-9 amending
Act, in, 279 casus male inclusus, 175 casus omissus, 175,
264-5, 273 conflicting texts, see Text, legislative
contradiction, 259, 275-9 crime, mental element in, see
Criminal offence deeming, defective, see Asifism
definite article, as to, see Definite
article
definition, as to, 132 diagnosis of, need for, 255-6, 279-80
examples of, 255-80 fact, mistake of, 272-4 foresight,
failure in, 269-70 garbled text, see Garbled text grammar,
mistake in, 258-9 homonym, misuse of, 188-9 HumptyDumptyism, 232
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Drafting error—contd inconsistent texts, see Text, legislative
lacuna, 261 law, error of, 262-3 logical flaw, 261 missed
consequential, 268 narrower than the object, 242, 264-7,
273
nature of, 255-80 officials, and, 293 project misconceived,
272-4 rectification of, see Rectifying
construction
reference to Act, mistaken, 262 repugnancy between texts,
see Text,
legislative
self-defeating text, 261-2 syntactic ambiguity, 258-9 time,
as to, $ee Time treatment of, 279-80 wider than the object,
266-7 see also Duplex approach to statutory
interpretation; Grammatical (or
literal) meaning; Strained
construction Drafting instructions, see Drafting,
legislative
Drafting, legislative— British style of—see Common-law
drafting constraints on, see Drafting
parameters description of, 20-40 errors in—see Drafting
error instructions to drafter, 12-3 judges, by, see Judges
office for, 21-23, see also
Parliamentary Counsel Office parameters—see Drafting
parameters policy decisions, 12 precision, use of, see
Drafting
techniques procedure, 11-4 standardised provisions, see
Standardisation statutory instruments, of, 57-8
techniques of—see Drafting
techniques
United States, in, 315-6 see also Text-creation Drafting
parameters— conflicting, 39-40 nature of, 28-40

Drafting parameters—contd operational parameters, 29, 36
preparation^ parameters, 29 statutory instruments,
applicatioi
57-8 types of—
acceptability, 34-5
brevity, 35-6, see also Vices of statute law
certainty, 37, 217
comprehensibility, 29, 32-3, 3"
debatability, 33-4
legal compatibility, 38-9
legal effectiveness, 36-7, 217
procedural legitimacy, 29-30
timeliness, 30-2 Drafting techniques— amendment of
Act—
direct or textual, 229, 327, 329
four-corners doctrine, 32, 229
indirect or non-textual, 32, 22i 327
see also Act of Parliament applying enactment to a
different
case, 220-2, 294, see also Asifis archival drafting, see
Archival
drafting
broad term, use of, see Broad ten changes in, difficulty of
effecting
314, 328-9
civil-law drafting, 23-6, 103 common-law drafting, see
Commi
law drafting
computers, use of, see Computers deeming, see Asifism
disorganised composition, 85, 12:
159, 312-14, see also Garbled t ellipsis, use of, see Ellipsis
extent clauses, 48, see also Act of
Parliament
European Community, in, 23-6, Humpty-Dumptyism, 260
implication, use of, see Implicatic judges, need for
knowledge by, 3
see also Judges overlap, 259-60 paragraphing, 45-6
peripheral drafting, 288-9 precedents, use of, 39 precision
drafting, 22, 85, 123, 1'
302, 310-12 processed provisions, use of, see
Processing, dynamic
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Drafting techniques—contd punctuation, see Punctuation
spacing-out, 220 standardisation, 26-8 transitional
provisions, 48-50 user, regard for, see User of statutes
Draftsman, see Drafter, legislative
Due process of law, see Legal proceedings, rights as to
Duplex approach to statutory interpretation- meaning, 14-15
processing and, 284
Dynamic processing, see Processing, dynamic
Ejusdem generis principle, see
Interpretative canons Ellipsis—
interstitial articulation and, see Interstitial articulation
processing of, 291
technique of, 213, 230-6, 296
see also Broad term; Drafting parameters; Implication; Vices
of statute law Enactment—
facts and, see Factual outline
legal meaning of, see Legal meaning of an enactment
legal thrust of, see Legal thrust of an enactment
nature of, 84-5, 300
unit of enquiry, as, 84-7
see also Text, legislative Equitable construction, 91 Error,
see Drafting error; Garbled text;
Judges European Communities, legislation of—
British law, status in, 1, 59-62
'Communities', meaning of, 59
'Community law', meaning of, 61-2
decisions, 65
directives, 64-5
drafting deficiencies, 25-6
general, 59-65
interpretation of, 1, 62-5, 83, 103
publication of, 80
regulations, 63-4
statutory instruments, implementation by, 65
'Treaties', meaning of, 59-63
texts of, 62-5

European Convention on Human
Rights—
doubtful penalisation, principle against, and, 143
principles protected by, see Interpretative principles
status of, in British law, 156, 248-9 Evasion of statutes, see
Interpretative
presumptions Evidence—
discovery, 149
husband and wife, 155
proof, standard of, 142-3
words, of meaning of, see Language Expressio unius
principle, see
Interpretative canons Expressum facit cessare taciturn, see
Interpretative canons Expropriation, see Doubtful
penalisation, principle against Extraneous facts, see
Informed
interpretation rule Extra-statutory concessions, 295
Factors, interpretative, see
Interpretative factors Facts, see Factual outline Factual
outline—
actual facts and, 93-96
arriving at, 94-5, 310
alternatives in, 86
description of, 2, 85
matters of fact and degree, 96
narrowing of, 86
proof of facts, 95-6, 126
relevant and irrelevant facts, 94-6
see also Broad term; Drafting error; Interpretative factors;
Legal thrust of an enactment
Fairness, see Interpretative principles Feminine includes
masculine, 254 Fictions, legal—
body corporate, see Bodies corporate
intention of legislator, 98-9
judges do not make law, that, see
Judges Four-corners doctrine, see Drafting
techniques
Free-standing Act, doctrine of, 329-31 Free-standing legal
terms, see Language Functional construction rule—
all elements equally part of Act, 51, 120-1

Index
Functional construction rule—contd amendable descriptive
components of
Act, 124-7 chapter number, 127 example, 127 footnote
in Act, 129 format of Act, 129 heading, 123, 128 long title,
125 nature of, 104, 119-131 operative components of Act,
121-4,
277-8

passing, date of, 128 preamble, 124, 126, 277-8 proviso,
123-4, 267 purpose clause, see Purpose,
legislative recital, 126 reference, incorporation of
provisions
by, 130-1, see also Drafting
techniques saving, 124 Schedule, 122 section, 122
sidenote, 128 short title, 120, 127 unamendable descriptive
components
of Act, 127-130 see also Act of Parliament;
Interpretative rules; Statutory
instrument
Garbled text- disorganised composition as cause of,
85, 123, 159, 312-14 examples of 253, 256-8, 313-4
meaningless word or phrase, 188 nature of, 89-90, 174-5,
256-8 punctuation errors, see Punctuation rectification of—
authority for, 235 'corrected version', the, 89-90,
117, 174
method, 89-90, 101, 256-263 Generalia specicdibus non
derogant, see

Interpretative canons Golden rule, so-called, 104-5
Grammatical (or literal) meaning- ambiguity, 89-91, 96-7,
117, see also Doubt-factors; Doubtful penalisation, principle
against; Drafting error; Politic uncertainty

Grammatical (or literal)
meaning—contd
arriving at, 89, see also Interpret canons
implied meaning, see Implication
nature of, 88-9
see also Literal construction; Punctuation; Rectifying
construction; Strained constru
Hansard, reference to, see Legislati
history Harvard Legislative Research Bure
315-6 Heap Committee, see Statute Law
Society

Hey don's Case, see Mischief Homonyms, 188-9 Human
rights, see European
Convention on Human Rights;
Interpretative principles; Legisla
Illegality, 139-40 Implication—
filling in detail by, 91-3, 276, 30 illegality, against, see
Illegality nature of, 91-3, see also Ellipsis narrowing by,
154 necessary, whether must be, 92- oblique reference, by,
204 obvious, whether must be, 93 related law, affecting, 93
statutory description imperfectly
where, 204-5 see also Processing, dynamic; Vic
statute law
In bonam panetn, construction, 139 Inconvenience, see
Absurdity,
presumption against Index to Government Orders, 326 Index
to Local and Personal Acts, 3! Index to the Statutes, 135, 325-6
Indexing of legislation, 135, 325-8 Indirect amendment, see
Drafting
techniques
Informed interpretation rule— application of, 88, 101 long
title and, 125 nature of, 104-117 see also Legislative history In
pari materia, Acts- construction as one, 108, 130, 2"
interpretation of, 115-16, 130, 2
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In pan materia, Acts—contd purpose, alteration of, 165 what
are, 108-9 see also Codification; Consolidation of
enactments; Text, legislative Intention, legislative- guides
to, see Interpretative criteria,
the
nature of, 12, 14, 97-99 paramount criterion in statutory
interpretation, 91, 97-99, 104-5 see also Duplex
approach to statutory
interpretation; Legislator, the International law, see
Interpretative
principles
Interpretation Act- Northern Ireland, 23 Scatter, a cause of,
see Vices of
statute law United Kingdom, 23, 135, 254,
270-1, 279 see also Definitions, statutory;
Interpretative rules; Model clauses Interpretation,
statutory- assertion, by, 299 construction and interpretation
contrasted, 84 contrary intention, 179 difficulty of, 310
drafter, by, 21
factual outline, see Factual outline importance of, 19 legal
meaning, see Legal meaning of
an enactment legal thrust, see Legal thrust of an
enactment
technique of, 2-3, 83-103 textbooks, see Textbooks,
function of see also Codification; Duplex
approach to statutory
interpretation; Enactment;
Interpretation Act; Interpretative
criteria, the; Judges; Law
Commission; Lay persons,
interpretation by; Processing,
dynamic; Statutory instrument Interpretative canonsconstruction as a whole, see Text,
legislative construction as one, see In pan
materia, Acts ejusdem generis principle, 196-9

Interpretative canons—contd expressio unius est exclusio
alterius,
201-3 expressum jacil cessare taciturn, 92,
201 generalia specialists non derogant,
189-90
garbled text, see Garbled text nature of, 99, 187-205 noscitur
a sociis, 195-6, 247 rank principle, 199-200 reddendo singula
singulis, 200-1 repugnant texts, see Text, legislative
Interpretative criteria, the— application of, 101-3 basic rule
of interpretation, 104-5 factors produced by, see
Interpretative factors linguistic canons, see Interpretative
canons
nature of, 2-3, 99-102 presumptions derived from the
nature of legislation, see
Interpretative presumptions principles derived from
legal policy,
see Interpretative principles rules laid down by law, see
Interpretative rules Interpretative factors— arriving at,
100 nature of, 3, 101-2 no fixed priority between, 3
weighing, 102-3 Interpretative presumptions— absurdity,
against, see Absurdity,
presumption against ancillary legal rules and maxims
applied, that, 158, 178-81, 230-1 consequences to be
regarded, that,
see Consequential construction drafting competent,
that, 85 errors to be corrected, that, see
Rectifying construction evasion to be prevented, that,
158,
175-8, 267 list of, 158 literal construction, that text to
be
given, 158-9
mischief, regarding, see Mischief nature of, 99, 158-86
purposive construction intended,
that, see Purposive construction
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Interpretative presumptions—contd text primary indication
of meaning,
that, 158-9 updating construction intended, that,
see Updating construction Interpretative principlesassembly and association, rights as
to, 146-7 casual change of law, principle
against, 136, 155 citizen, rights as a, 151 coherence and
self-consistency in
law, need for, 136, 154, 170 family rights, and, 145
international law, need to conform
to, 136, 156-7 imprisonment, and, 144-5 justice, need
for, 136, 140-1 legal proceedings, rights as to, 138,
149-54
life or health, risk to, 143-4 list of, 136
nature of, 99, 136-157 penal enactments, see Doubtful
penalisation, principle against predictable, law should be,
136, 1534,284
privacy, protection of, 149 property, interference with, 1478 public interest, need to serve, 136,
138-40
religious freedom, 145 retrospectivity, principle against, see
Retrospective operation of
enactments
speech, freedom of, 147 status and reputation, protection of,
148-9
voting rights, 151 see also Legal policy Interpretative rules—
basic rule of interpretation, 104-5 common law, laid down
by, 104 commonsense, use of, see
Commonsense construction rule effectiveness rule, see Ut
res magis
valeat quam pereal functional construction rule, see
Functional construction rule informed interpretation
rule, see
Informed interpretation rule list of, 104 nature of, 99,
104-135

Interpretative rules—contd plain meaning rule, 88, 101, 104,
106, 110, 117 statute, laid down by, 104, 131-5
231, 254
Interstitial articulation- advocates, by, 303, 306-8
codification promoted by, see
Codification definitions, incorporation of, see
Definition, statutory error, prevention by, 309-10
examples of, 232-3, 306-9 judges, by, 298-310 nature of,
198-310 ratio decidendi elucidated by, 30:
see also Ratio decidendi skeleton argument, and, 306
Jamaica Schedule, 49-50, 327-8 see
Act of Parliament J u d g es - broad term, processing of, see Br
term differential readings by, see
Differential readings drafting, by, 21, 304, 311-12
drafting error, and, see Drafting i drafting technique, and,
see Draf
techniques error by, 309-10 function of, 94, 116, 285
informed, should be, see Informe
interpretation rule; Legislative
history interpretation by, 116, 299, see a
Processing, dynamic judgments, form of, see Interstiti
articulation jurisdiction—
nature of, 285
ouster of, 296 justice, required to do, see
Interpretative principles legislators, as—see Delegation of
legislative power monarchy, relation to, 284-5 officials,
control over, 285 Parliament, relation to, 116-17,2
see also Delegation of legislativ
power party politics, and, see Political
factors
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Judges—contd politic uncertainty, and see Politic
uncertainty precision by, 310 principles, development by,
see Legal
policy; Interpretative principles procedure, masters of
own, 107, 111,
113 processing by, see Processing,
dynamic rank principle, and, see Interpretative
canons
statute, must not deny, 165, 167 sub-rules, creation of, see
Sub-rules see also Judicial notice; Judicial
review; Legal policy; Power,
statutory Judicial notice— Act of Parliament, of 17-19
enacting history, of, 111 English law, of, 108 international
law, of, 156 treaty, of, 156-7 words, of meaning of, 194-5
Judicial review, 290, 295-6, 334
Keeling Schedule, 51-2
Language- archaisms, legal meaning of, 193-4 changes in,
34-5, see also Broad term;
Updating construction composite expressions, legal
meaning
of, 119, 191
constructive meaning, 191 dictionaries, use of, 194-5
evidence of meaning, 195 free-standing legal terms, 46,
180,
192, see also Processing, dynamic ordinary word, legal
meaning of,
190-3
potency of, 133, 319 primary and secondary meanings,
190-1 technical term, legal meaning of,
191-3 uncertainty of—see Differential
see also Doubt-factors; Interpretative canons; Judicial
notice; Legal meaning of an enactment; Text, legislative;
Vices of statute law

Law Commission—
codification, attempts at, see Codification
consolidation of Acts by, 68, see also Consolidation of
enactments
drafting, and, 25-6, 314
Interpretation Bill, 121, 314
statute law, functions as to, 26-7, 68 Lay persons,
interpretation by, 106,
119, 209-10, 339, see also User of
statutes Legal meaning of an enactment—
contrasted with grammatical (or literal) meaning, 2, 87-91
nature of, 97-99
precise and imprecise drafting, 85
the object in statutory interpretation, 2, 84, 87-8, 97-99,
106
see also Doubt as to legal meaning; Language; Strained
construction Legal policy—
changes in, 93, 103, 297-8
nature of, 136-8
see also Interpretative principles;
Judges; Social policy Legal proceedings, rights as to,
138,
149-151, 171, 178 Legal thrust of an enactment—
ascertainment of, 93-5
meaning, 2, 87
see also Factual outline Legislation—
complexity of, 209-10, 308-10, 329
human rights, as to, 26, see also Human rights
importance of, 19
nature of, 302
see also Act of Parliament; Statute law; Statutory
instrument; Text, legislative Legislative history—
codifying Acts, 110
committee reports, 111-12, 117
consolidation Acts, 109-110
enacting history, 111-14
Hansard, 112-13
nature of, 106-8
post-enacting history, 114-17
pre-enacting history, 108-9
travaux preparatoires, 103
treaties, 113-14
see also Informed interpretation rule Legislative text, see
Text, legislative

Index
Legislator, the— identity of, 14
intention of, see Intention, legislative legal knowledge, lack
of, 33, 37-8 mistake in law by, 116 nature of, 302 see also
Duplex approach to statutory
interpretation; Politician, role of LEGOL, 333 Literal
construction— description of, 90 exceptions to, 90-1 garbled
text, see Garbled text 'literal rule', so-called, 104-5 literalism,
dangers of, 91, 318-9 pre-eminence of, 102 varying treatment
of, 103 see also Grammatical (or literal)
meaning; Interpretative canons;
Interpretative presumptions;
Language; Text, legislative
Marshall Committee, see Statute Law
Society
Masculine includes feminine, 254 Maxims, 178, 180-1 Mens
rea, see Criminal offences Member of Parliament, see
Legislator,
the; Politician, role of Minister, government— validation of
legislation by, see Text- validation Secretary of State, meaning
of, 28990
see also Delegation of legislative power; Officials,
administrative; Politic uncertainty; Statutory instrument
Mischief- change in, 182-3 common sense and, 162 countermischief, 163, 172-3, 186, see also Absurdity, presumption
against Hey don's Case, rule in, 161-2, 264,
316
legal mischiefs, 159-60 party political mischiefs, 160-2
presumption regarding, 158-63 remedy for, 162 social
mischiefs, 159-60 unknown, 162

Mischief—contd see also Drafting error; Legislati history;
Purposive constructio Model clauses, 16-17, 26-8
Noscitur a sociis, see Interpretative canons
Obscurity, see Doubt as to legal
meaning; Garbled text Offence, see Criminal offence
Officials, administrative— broad terms, processing of, see I
term duplex approach, see Duplex
approach to statutory
interpretation guidance, by, 295 interpretation by, see
Processing
dynamic judicial control over, 295-6, see
Judges
practice, see Practice processing by, see Processing,
dynamic
sub-rules, adoption of, see Sub-i uncertain provisions,
liking for,
Politic uncertainty see also Delegation of legislative
power Omnia praesumuntur rite et solemni,
esse acta, 85, 120 Opposing constructions, the— nature of, 94,
96-97, 310 use of, 100-2, 302 see also Grammatical (or literal)
meaning; Interstitial articulati
Parliament, see Legislator, the
Parliamentary Counsel— innovations, dislike of, 21-3, 31'
statute users, lack of concern foi training period, 316 see
also Drafter, legislative; Parliamentary Counsel Office
Parliamentary Counsel Office- failings of, 22-3 general, 213 history of, 21-3, 313 techniques, defence of, 314, 319
Penal enactments, see Doubtful penalisation, principle against
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Plain meaning rule, see Interpretative
rules
Politic uncertainty- ministers and, 251
nature of, 248-52
officials and, 248, 251, 292
treaty, in, see Treaty
see also Political factors Political factors—
distortion of Bill by, see Vices of statute law
language of Bill, effect on, 34
shibboleth, party, 248, 250-1
uncertainty produced by, see Politic uncertainty
see also Mischief; Politician, role of Politician, role of, 1415, 34-5, 99, see
also Legislator, the; Politic
uncertainty; Political factors Power, statutory—
decision made for more than one purpose, 205
implied, 118,232
judicial restriction of, 296
justly, to be exercised, 141
see also Discretion, statutory Practice, 130-1, 167, 293-4,
see also
Archival drafting, Officials,
administrative Preamble- British Acts, in, see Act of
Parliament; Functional construction rule
European Community legislation, in,
103 Precedent, doctrine of—
consequential construction and, 167
early courts, 100
Europe, contrast with, 1, 62-5, 83
factual outline, in relation to, 86-7, 95
nature of, 285-6
see also Processing, dynamic; Ratio
decidendi; Sub-rules Predictability, need for in law, see
Interpretative principles Prerogative, royal, 57
Presumptions, see Interpretative
presumptions
Principal Act, see Act of Parliament Principle, statements of,
25 Principles, see Interpretative principles Printing error, see
Garbled text

Procedure, parliamentary, see Drafting
parameters Processing—
judges by, see Processing, dynamic nature of, 3-5, 11, 21416 see also
Processing, dynamic officials by, see Processing dynamic
processor's function, 283-4 see also Processing, static;
Sub-rules;
Textbooks, function of Processing, dynamic— antejudicial, 293-4 draft bill for, 107, 316, 320-4, 343-5
defective, 239 differential readings, and, see
Differential readings judicial function as to, 116, 284-6,
297-324
nature of, 4-5, 37, 283-7 officials, by, 283-6, 288-96, see
also
Ministers, government processed terms, use of by
drafter,
108, 117,237-9 technique of, 297-8 wide and narrow
distinguished, 283,
287 see also Implication; Judges;
Precedent, doctrine of; Processing;
Ratio decidendi; Sub-rules Processing, static— nature of,
5, 325-40 text-collation, in aid of, 325-8 textcomprehension, in aid of, 328333, see also Composite
Restatement
see also Text-manipulation Proviso, see Act of Parliament;
Functional construction rule Public interest, see
Interpretative
principles
Public opinion, 137-8 Public policy, 136-8, see also Legal
policy
Publication of legislation— Acts of Parliament, 79
Commonwealth, in, 80 European Community law, 80
general, 78-80 historical, 78-9
statutory instruments, 54, 79-80 see also Statutory
Publications Office Punctuation— changing fashions of, 130
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Punctuation—contd error in, 257
forms part of Act, 52, 130 should not affect meaning, 52,
313 Purpose, legislative— alteration of, 165-6 evasion of, see
Interpretative
presumptions
statement of, 25, 126, 164-5 see also Act of Parliament;
Legislator,
the; Purposive construction Purposive constructionEurope, in, 165-6 non-purposive and literal
construction, 164
presumption regarding, 158, 163-6 purposive and literal
construction,
163 purposive and strained construction,
163
see also Mischief; Purpose, legislative; Strained construction
Queen's Printer, 80, 326
Rank principle, see Interpretative
canons Ratio decidendi—
articulation of, 305-6, see also Interstitial articulation
difficulty in ascertaining, 305-6
factual outline, and, 87
function of, 87, 285
meaning of, 305-6
see also Precedent, doctrine of Rectifying construction—
examples of, 263
presumption regarding, 158, 173-5
where impossible, 262-3
see also Absurdity, construction against; Drafting error;
Garbled text Reddendo singula singulis, see
Interpretative canons Reference, legislation by, see
Definitions, statutory; Drafting
techniques; Functional construction
rule
Reform of statute law- difficulty of achieving, 316, 352
legislation to effect, 107, 316, 320-4, 343-5

Reform of statute law—contd proposals for—
Bills, amendments to, 33 comminution, see Comminution
Composite Restatement, see
Composite Restatement historical file in Acts, use of,
set
Jamaica Schedule interstitial articulation, use of, s
Interstitial articulation LEGOL, development of, see
LEGOL one Act—one subject, insistence
on, see Statute book peripheral drafting, see Drafting
techniques processing Act, enactment of, li
316, 320-4, 343-5 standardisation, see Standardise
Statute Law Commission, see
Statute Law Commission Statute Law Institute, 28
statutory interpretation, method of, see Statutory
interpretatioi sub-rules, rationalisation of, see
Sub-rules textual amendment, use of, see
Drafting techniques textual memoranda, use of, 52
titles, arrangement under, see
Statute book user, priority to be accorded to,
User of statutes see also Renton Committee,
recommendations of Religion, 145-6
Renton Committee, recommendatioi of—
compression of language, 22, 217- consolidation Acts, 71-3
expenditure clauses, 47 extent of Acts, 48 indirect (nontextual) amendment
rejection of, 32 Interpretation Act, as to, 23 new
approach, plea for, 11 purpose, statements of, see Purpo;
legislative report ignored, 48 statute book arranged under
titles
rejection of, 10, 39 textual amendment, preference fo 33,
229
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Renton Committee, recommendations of—contd
textual memorandum, 52
timing of Bills, 31
typographical aids, 224
user, priority for, 38, 229 Repeal—
A-G v Lamplougk, rule in, 48, 330
method of, 47-8, 250
mistake in, 261-2 Repugnancy, see Text, legislative
Restatement—
judges, by, 299, see also Interstitial articulation
statutory provisions, of, see Composite Restatement
see also Codification; Consolidation of
enactments Retrospective operation of enactments,
151-153, 269 Rights, see Human rights Royal prerogative,
see Prerogative, royal
Saving, see Functional construction rule Scatter, see Vices of
statute law Schedule, see Act of Parliament;
Jamaica Schedule; Keeling Schedule;
Text, legislative Scope, doctrine of, see Bill,
parliamentary Selective comminution, see
Comminution Short title, see Act of Parliament;
Functional construction rule Singular includes plural, 270
Skeleton argument, see Interstitial
articulation Social justice, 140 Social policy, 137, 297-8, see
also Legal
policy
Social usage, changes in, see Doubt- factors; Updating
construction Stare decisis, see Precedent, doctrine of Static
processing, see Processing, static Statute book- colonial
system, 66
disorderly state of, 66-69
history of, 66-69
keeper of, 22, 27
lay persons, comprehension by, see Lay persons,
interpretation by
nature of, 107
reform of, see Reform of statute law

Statute book—contd
titles, arrangement under, 10, 39, 66, 70-1, 73, 227
see also Act of Parliament; Drafting parameters; Publication
of legislation Statute law- categories of, 10
complexity of, 209-10, 308-10, 329, see also Drafter,
legislative; text- comprehension
education in, 41, 83
European Community law as, 62
ignorance of, 41
importance of, 19
nature of, 9-19
processors and, 284-5
publication of, see Publication of legislation
reform of, see Reform of statute law
vices of, see Vices of statute law
see also Statute book; User of statutes Statute Law
Commission, proposed,
69, 337 Statute Law Commissioners (1835), 1011,67 Statute Law Committee, 26-7, 67-8,
325
Statute Law Institute, proposed, 27-28 Statute law reform,
see Reform of
statute law Statute law revision—
history of, 73-4
Law Commission and, 73-4 Statute Law Society—
founding of, 351
Heap Committee, 20, 319
Marshall Committee, 11
survey of users' wishes, 10 Statute user, see User of
statutes Statutes in Force, 10, 33, 79, 80 Statutes Reviseddrafters' hostility to, 329-30
editions of, 68, 78-9 Statutory instrument—
arrangement of, 55-7
commencement orders, see Act of Parliament
definition of, 53-4
doubt-resolving by making of, 288-9
drafting of, 57-8
explanatory note to, 56, 112
general, 53-8
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Statutory instrument—contd index to Sis, 326-7
interpretation of, 54, 108, 120-1 interpretation of parent
Act by
reference to, 115 need for, 49, 54-5 numbering of, 54
parliamentary control over, 54-5 publication of, see
Publication of
legislation types of, 55 ultra vires, see Ultra vires,
doctrine
of see also European Communities,
legislation of; Legislative history;
Minister, government; Officials,
administrative; Text-validation Statutory interpretation, see
Interpretation, statutory Statutory Publications Office, 80,
327 Strained construction— nature of, 97, 304 need for, 90-1,
266, 273-4, 313-4 purposive construction, relation to,
see Purposive construction 'rewriting' by, 302-4 see also
Absurdity, presumption
against, Grammatical (or literal)
meaning; Legal meaning of an
enactment; Rectifying construction Sub-rules— articulation
of, see Interstitial
articulation
factual outline, relating to, 86 form of, 297-8 judges,
creation by, 116-17, see also
Judges
legislature, adoption by, 116-17 nature of, 289 officials,
creation by, 292, 296, see
also Officials, administrative see also Implication
Table of Government Orders, 326-7 Tax legislation, 148, 16970, 190, 225,
262-3, 266, 290, 318-9, see also
Extra-statutory concessions Technical terms, see Language
Textbooks, function of, 286-7, 339 Text-collation—
aids to, 214, 325-8
consolidation, assisted by, 69
need for, 3, 210-11, 325
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Text-collation—contd problem of, 210-11 see also Vices of
statute law Text-comprehension— aids to, 214-16, 328-9
blocks on, see Vices of statute law drafter, failure by, 220
problem of, 3, 211-12, 222, 327 see also Doubt as to legal
meaning;
Drafting parameters; Text- collation Text-creation—
dichotomy with text-validation, 1115
procedures, 12-3 see also Drafting, legislative; Drafti
techniques Text, legislative- arrangement of, see Act of
Parliament; Statutory instrumem conflicting or
repugnant texts—
examples of, 278-9
reconciliation of, 118, 175, 189,
278-9 construction as a whole—
all words to be given meaning, 1
conflicts within a text, 275-8
consolidation Act, of, 190
different words to be given different meanings, 189
nature of, 122-3, 187-90, 300
same words to be given same meaning, 188-9
Schedules, 122-3 construction as one, see In part
materia, Acts error in, see Drafting error; Garble
text functional construction of, see
Functional construction rule nature of, 1, 45
paragraphing in, 45 publication of, see Publication of
legislation rearrangement of, see Composite
Restatement; Text-manipulation sentence, analysis of, 45,
223 structure of, distortion in, see Vices
of statute law
user of, see User of statutes validation of, see Text-validation
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Text, legislative—contd see also Continuous text, doctrine of;
European Communities, legislation of; Interpretative
canons; Interpretative presumptions
Text-manipulation— meaning, 214-15 methods, 214-5, 32840 see also Composite Restatement; Vices of statute law
Text-validation—
dichotomy with text creation, 12-15 distortion, causes, see
Vices of statute
law procedures, 11-14
Textual amendment, see Drafting techniques
Textual memorandum, 51-52
T im e- corresponding date rule, 180 errors as to, 268-9
Titles, arrangement under, see Statute book
Transitional provisions, see Act of Parliament
Travaux preparatoires, see Legislative history
Treaty- citation of, 157
doubtful provisions in, 75, 248-9 European Communities,
59-65 European Convention, see European
Convention on Human Rights interpretation of, 75, 11314, 157,
248-9 reference to, see Legislative history
Typographical aids- Composite Restatement in, 218, 336
defined terms, to indicate, 217-18 obstacles to providing,
218, 223-4
Typographical error, see Garbled text
Ultra vires, doctrine of, 295-6 Unforeseeable developments,
see Updating construction
Updating construction— ancient Act, of, 252-4 fixed-time
Act, 181, 185-6 law, change in surrounding, 183-4
mischief, change in, 181-2, see also
Mischief
need for, 158, 181-6 ongoing Act, of, 181-5

Updating construction—contd post-enacting history, by
reference
to, 114-15 social conditions, change in, 184,
242-6 technological developments, 184-5,
243-6, 292-3 words, change in meaning of, 185, see
also Language
see also Doubt-factors; Drafting error User of statutes—
difficulties of, 3, 10, 209-16 priority for, 38, 229 who is,
209-10 see also Lay persons, interpretation
by
Ut res magis valeat quam pereat, 104, 117-18, see also
Interpretative rules
Vices of statute law— anonymity— explanations, lack of, 224
headings etc, lack of, 223-4 remedies for, 224, 334
compression—
applying provisions, by, see
Drafting techniques broad terms, by use of, see Broad
term
consolidation Acts, extends to, 222 defined terms, by
use of, 217-18,
see also Definitions, statutory ellipsis, by use of, see
Ellipsis nature of, 22, 217-23 omitting material, by,
222-3, 227,
see also Broad term, Ellipsis overloaded formula, by,
218-20,
300
remedy for, 218, 334 retaining and condensing material,
by, 222-3
techniques, summary of, 222-3 see also Composite
Restatement;
Drafting parameters; Implication distortion- Bill,
facilitating passage of, 126,
224-7, 250
description of, 224-5, 255 remedy for, 227, 334 see also
Text-validation
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nature of, 217
scatter—
description of, 227-9
remedy for, 227-9, 334
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Vices of statute law—contd
see also Text-collation
Words, see Interpretative canons;
Language; Text, legislative

